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 Since the objective of grid is sharing the numerous and heterogeneous 
resources, resource discovery is a challenging issue. Recently appeared, 
Ontosum, is a resource discovery method based on semantically linked 
organizations and a routing algorithm Resource Distance Vector (RDV), has 
been presented to forward resource discovery queries into the clusters. 
Although this framework is efficient for large-scale grids and nodes are 
clustered automatically based on semantic attributes to constitute a 
semantically linked overlay network, but the dynamic behavior of grid isn’t 
considered. In this method, deceptive information is stored in RDV tables 
(RDVT) which cause some problems in routing process. In this paper, a 
method is proposed to improve the dynamism of RDV routing algorithm, so 
the consistency with grid environments is increased. The developed 
algorithm is assessed by investigating the success probability, number of 




RDV Routing Tables 
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Grid is a specific type of parallel and distributed system that enables the selection, sharing, 
exchange, and aggregation of geographically distributed autonomous resources such as computers, software, 
catalogued data and databases, special devices/instruments (e.g. radio telescope), people/collaborators [1]. 
Since grid environment is dynamic and resources can be connected and disconnected to the system, efficient 
resource discovery method is required to enable users to access the grid resources. In this study a resource 
discovery method, Ontosum [2], is discussed to solve its problems. Nodes in Ontosum organize themselves 
automatically based on semantic attributes and constitute clusters. These clusters form an overlay network. A 
routing algorithm, RDV, is applied to forward resource discovery requests inside the clusters [3].Each node 
in the system maintains a routing table that includes the information of local resources and neighbors. One of 
the most important problems of routing tables in this method is the existence of some additional deceptive 
information that cause cycles in resource discovery mechanism.Deceptive information in RDVT may lead to 
some requests wrongly directed to offline resource which could increase false positive. Thus by requesting a 
special resource, the same resource will be reached several times through different neighbors.Therefore by 
going a resource to offline mode, information on the tables will guide the request to that offline resource 
again. 
The main contribution of this paper is to eliminate the cycles by modifying RDVT. Elimination of 
cycles in the tables ensures that the information stored in the tables, will not guide the requests to the same 
offline resource. So by changing the mode of a resource to offline mode, another resource of the same type 
can be found instead of visiting that offline resource frequently.Simulation results show that the proposed 
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method has better performance than previous one in comparison of the number of failed requests, routing 
time and number of hops. 
 The rest of this paper is organized as follow: section 2 reviews the previous works, proposed 
method appears in section 3.Simulation results are presented in section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
 
 
2. RELATED WORKS 
According to the diversity and numerous numbers of resources in grid, finding suitable resources is 
important in these environments. An overview of some important resource discovery methods is given in this 
section. Resource discovery mechanisms may be centralized or decentralized. The most significant problem 
of centralized approaches is bottlenecks and also by increasing the number of nodes in system scalability 
becomes another problem [4-9]. To overcome to this difficulty peer-to-peer (P2P) techniques introduced 
decentralized methods [10, 11]. Rerouting table mechanism [12], is one of the decentralized methods in 
which, grid environment is comprised by routers and resources. Routing process in this approach uses routing 
tables in order to direct the requests for available resources in the system. A method has been proposed [13] 
to find suitable resource in grid which is based on reservation algorithm. This algorithm consists of forward 
path and backward path. In forward path, appropriate resources will be reserved and one of these resources 
will be chosen in backward path to reply the request. The method proposed in [14] uses tree architecture for 
grid resource discovery, in which query doesn’t forward to all nodes unlike the flooding-based technology. 
Two passes are required in searching the tree. To find a match resource in a node or subtree of that node, first 
pass is starting from leaf node toward the root and next from this matched node toward leaf nodes (if the 
requested resource is in a subtree of a node).   
To make the search easier recent years [15-18] they make different sets of nodes by using similar 
contents. Nodes with the same interests are clustered irrespective to the forming of the clusters [16]. The 
method proposed by Ng et al [18], Searching is based on periodic messages between nodes in which the 
messages impose a heavy overhead to the system. Semantic Overlay Network (SON) model [19] relies on 
central servers to cluster nodes which is considered bottleneck for the system. [20, 21, 22] add semantic 
shortcuts to the groups of nodes. Shortcut approaches are based on proximity of interests. A list of shortcuts 
is made by each peer for nodes that have responded to previous requests. To access the content, the peer will 
search the list of shortcuts for a request and if it doesn’t find any response then the request will be 
broadcasted to every node.SLN (Semantic Link Network) [23, 24, 25-27] is provided by Zhuge as a semantic 
data model to organize the various web resources. 
Semantic clustering is used to organize the network topology and reducing the search space in 
ontosum System [6] which is completely decentralized and automatically creates semantic groups. Therefore 
bottleneck is prevented and nodes are clustered based on certain interests and indexed in special formats 
which are used for routing in the network. Algorithms in previous works [2, 3] contain deceptive information 
in routing tables that may lead to cycles in resource discovery mechanism. Thus by requesting a special 
resource, the same resource will be reached several times through different nodes. So by changing the state of 
a resource to offline mode the request is forwarded to the same offline resource according to the information 




3. PROPOSED METHOD 
The proposed method aims to improve RDV tables in semantic routing architecture to overcome 
some of the problems. In semantic routing, nodes are clustered based on certain interests. Nodes in clusters 
form a tree and the root node keeps the information of whole cluster and form an overlay network for sharing 
their resources. Routing consists of two levels: Intra Cluster and Inter Cluster [3]. Proposed solution is 
performed in Inter Cluster level. The root of each cluster in an Inter Cluster routing is presented by the index 
of whole cluster named indicator of the cluster which form an overlay network. Routing requests among 
clusters is essential to share resources. Thus a routing algorithm called Resource Distance Vector, RDV, is 
used. By forwarding a request to a node, nearest node with desired resource is chosen through distance 
vector. Root nodes maintain a routing table in which all entries are set to infinity (not available) at first. Each 
node keeps the information of local resources and neighbors in the form of vectors of numbers that show 
nearest distance to each resource. When the information of one node is sent to another node, the vector is 
incremented. Local resources in RDVT are set to 0. All of vectors in each node is merged and sent to its 
neighbors and if there are multiple routes to a resource, nodes choose the shortest path for merging. By 
changing the information of each node, updated information must be sent to all neighbors. By forwardinga 
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request to a node, first the local resources are checked and then the right neighbor is chosen to forward the 
request if no node is found. Figure1 shows this process with an example. See [2] for more information. 
 
 
Fig.1. RDV routing table 
 
 
3.1.  AC-RDVT 
Two problems exist in RDV tables: 1-Stored information in these tables directs the requests to the 
same resource through different paths. 2-There are cycles in these tables. 
These problems will be overcome by eliminating extra and deceptive information in tables. Figure 2 shows 
































The first problem arises by the common neighbors. Maintaining another table named NON, will 
solve this problem. This table includes the information of neighbor of neighbors. If there are any common 
Fig.1. RDV routing table 
 
GN: Number of nodes in graph 
NRES: Number of resources 
rdv: RDV routing table (includes the information of local resources and neighbors of a node) 
Neighbor: Number of neighbors (for node i) 
 
for each node j in the graph do 
\*Finding the minimum of each column in table 
for    k=1    to     NRES 
min ( k ) = big number 
for   h=1    to   iNeighbor+1 
if  (rdv ( h ,k, j ) < min ( k ) ) 
min ( k )= rdv( h, k, j ) 
min ( k ) = min ( k ) + 1 
 
\* For each neighbor of node j, minimum of columns in RDV table is calculated in which the information of 
node j and common nodes between j and m doesn’t interfere in finding minimum.  
for each node m that is neighbor with node j do 
for  n=1    to   NRES   
    min2 (n) = big number 
for  h=1    to  iNeighbor+1 
       If ( rdv ( h, n, m ) < min2 ( n ) )  and  ( h  ≠ j )   and  ( h ≠ common neighbor’s number) 
         min2 ( n ) = rdv ( h, n, m ) 
        min2 ( n ) = min2 ( n ) + 1 
 
  \*  inserting the merged  information of each pair of neighbors in each other  
for   p=1    to   NRES 
rdv ( m, p, j ) = min2 ( p ) 
rdv ( j, p, m ) = min ( p ) 
Fig 2. Algorithm of AC-RDVT 
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neighbors between two nodes, the vector of that common node does not interfere in merging process. For 






According to the table, A accesses the resource 2 through two different paths: AC and ABC. In 
RDV method, by entering C to the system, it should send its information of its table to B and B must merge 
the new information by its vector and send it to A. node B doesn’t know that C is a neighbor of A and thus 
the extra information of local resource of C that is accessible directly by C, is inserted to the table through B 
and B sends (2, 1, 2) to A. But if B was aware of this, it doesn’t merge the vector of C for sending to A and 
thus we keep NON table to solve this problem. NON maintains neighbors of each node and their neighbors. 
For example,in Figure 4, in A’s NON table, the rows show the neighbor of A (B, C), and the columns show 
the neighbors of B and C. 
 
 
When B wants to merge its information, first it checks its common neighbors between A and itself. 
If there is any common neighbor, their information doesn’t merge. Since C is common neighbor of A and B, 
B doesn’t merge vector C which is shown in Figure 5. 
 
 
Fig 3. Problems of RDV method 
Fig 4. NON tables 
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Current merging in RDVT causes some cycles in routing tables. When a node sends its information 
to its neighbors, the neighbors shouldn’t return this information to it again. Otherwise, additional deceptive 
information in tables will be found that cause cycles. So by changing the state of a resource to offline mode, 
the algorithm may direct the request to that offline resource by information of tables. By eliminating these 
cycles in the tables, this problem will be solved. In the other words, in RDV method, additional information 
are merged and sent to the neighbors. Merging this information will create deceptive information in the tables 
which lead to cycles in routing mechanism. In the proposed method, this extra information doesn't merge 
therefore cycles are prevented. For example, in Figure 6, when A sends its information to B, merging by 
RDV method is as following: 
Node A merges vectors A and B, lead into the vector A (~, 2, ~, 1, 2, 1). This vector is sent to node 
B. Table of node B shows that we can access the resource (1,4) by 0 hop and 2 hops through its local 
resources (0 hop) or trough its neighbor A (2 hops). According to Figure 6, node B returns to itself through 
node A. By the proposed method, when A wants to merge its vectors to send B, it shouldn’t merge vector B. 









   
 
 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
In this section experimental results are discussed to show the better performance of the proposed 
method. An overlay network is considered to be as a graph. Considering the difficulty of actual 
implementation, three experiments are simulated by a Pentium in C# environment. We setup experiments 
under following condition for both new method and pervious one. The average number of nodes in the 
system is considered to be 480 and the total number of requests is equal to 10000. The number of neighbors 
for each node is uniformly distributed in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.Offline and online rates of resources follow Poisson 
distribution with the rate of 0.02. The experimental results show that the proposed method improves the 
efficiency of the system by considering three criteria: the number of failed requests, routing time and number 
of hops. Figure 7 shows the result of first experiment which compares the number of failed requests in both 
methods. The number of failures for each 1000 requests is calculated. Obtained results show that by 
Fig 5. showing common neighbor between A and B by NON table 
Fig 6. Solving the cycles in RDVT 
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increasing the number of requests, failure numbers is reduced in improved RDV. Proposed method improves 
the number of failed requests 16.87%. Figure 8 indicates the result of second experiment. The number of 
hops for each 1000 requests is calculated in both methods and the results are compared. This improvement is 
16.98%.  Figure 9 shows routing time in RDV and Improved RDV for each 1000 requests. Proposed method 
improves routing time 36%. Experimental results show the efficiency of proposed method in comparison 
with RDV method that is the result of eliminating extra information in merging stage and preventing to 

















































Fig 7. Average number of failed requests per each 1000 requests 
Fig.8. Average number of hops per each 1000 requests 
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In this paper, an algorithm is proposed to solve two problems of RDV routing tables in Ontosum 
method, which prevents directing requests to offline resources frequently. The idea is based on the omission 
of merging the unnecessary information of neighbors in filling process of routing tables and therefore 
preventing the creation of deceptive information in tables and so preventing cycles in routing mechanism.The 
performance of proposed method is evaluated with simulation experiments which confirm the efficiency of 
algorithm in three aspects: the number of failed requests, routing time and number of hops. Experimental 
results show that proposed method improves the number of failed requests 16.87%, routing time 36% and 
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